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1. Motivation for composite indicators
 Financial cycle tracking and CCyB
 ESRB (2014) and BCBS (2011) guidelines:

 Basel credit gap – problems (solved in
Škrinjarić & Bukovšak; 2022 a, b; Škrinjarić
2022 a, b, 2023)

 6 categories of risk accumulation tracking
 Overvaluation of property prices
 Credit dynamics
 External imbalances
 CI balance sheet strength
 Private sector debt burden
 Risk mispricing t

t

Other capital requirements

CCyB

Financial cycle
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Tölö et al. (2018)
 Over 90 variables
 6 to 35 individual 

indicators
(Arbatli-Saxegaard &   

___Muneer, 2020)

 Sintetisation + 
transparency

 Contribution?
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2. Cyclical indicators and variable selection
 EU & UN handbook (2017): objectivity and unbiasness,

methodological soundness, clarity, transparency,
interpretability and readability, consistency and
comparability

 Variables:
 6 categories + macro, over 260 variables
 Transformations

 1- and 2-year growth rates, changes,
 1HP gap, lambda 1.600, 25K, 85k, 125K, 400K,
 CF filter, BK filter, Hamilton filter
 nominal/real,
 gross/net,
 current values, moving sums

 Adjusted such that increase means risk
accumulation (upward vs downward phase of the
cycle)
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 Credit dynamics – most common one, best predictor of previous crises (Borio &
Lowe, 2002; Borio & Drehmann, 2009); Minsky hypothesis (1982,1986)

 Overvaluation of property prices – second best, Borio, 2012; Jordá et al., 2015;
wealth effect in Bakker (2015)

 Private sector debt burden – reduces consumption and growth, Jordá et al.
(2013, 2017)

 External imbalances – Tölö et al., 2018; 39 out of 41 economies had CA deficit
before financial crises, Laeven & Valencia (2008)

 CI balance sheet strength – opposed results (Detken et al. 2014 – bad predictor,
Laina et al., 2015; Kamin & DeMarco, 2012, good)

 Risk mispricing – perception of risk depends on the financial cycle phase; banks
in Bordalo et al. (2018), López-Salido et al. (2017), Gross (2022); investors in
Plašil et al. (2015)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minsky (1975, 1982, 1986): Here, the financial instability hypothesis states that after the turbulent period of the financial cycle is over, the economy is on a new path towards equilibrium and the recovery phase is in financial tranquility. Policymakers and financial regulators are easing their regulatory standards, credit spreads are falling, and lenders are starting to approve loans they otherwise would not. At the same time, borrowers are showing speculative behavior, and lending is increasing until a financial crisis materializes, with rising interest rates and declining lending. Then, the recovery phase follows, and the cycle continues. This relates to Borio and Zhu (2011), where the changing risk tolerance is related to monetary policy and its effects on credit institution behavior. It explains the risk-taking channel as the effects of interest rate change on risk perceptions, which is reflected in the riskiness of the bank portfolio.Credit dynamics is probably most commonly monitored in practice and investigated in empirical research. This is due to lending being the core business of credit institutions and thus affecting financial stability and cyclical risk accumulation. 
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Presentation Notes
The movements of loans in the economy and real estate prices are highly correlated. This is because real estate purchase is usually fnanced by lending. Moreover, such loans make up a large part of banks’ balance sheets, making them vulnerable to large changes in real estate prices (Tölö, Laakkonen and Kalatie, 2018). he wealth effect is one of the incentives for higher real estate demand (Bakker, 2015), which creates price pressures in the upward phase of the fnancial cycle. This further stimulates credit expansion due to the increased value of the collateral (Bernanke and Gerlter, 1995; Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997).
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Presentation Notes
The private sector debt burden has been considered both theoretically and empirically (see Rinaldi and Sanchiz-Arellano, 2006). If the debt burden is too high, this reduces fnancial stability. Accumulation of debt burden in the private sector in the short run affects consumption and GDP growth. In the long run, it spills over onto the whole fnancial system (Lombardi, Mohatny and Shim, 2107). As Plašil, Seidler and Hlaváč (2016) explain, accelerated debt-to-income ratio growth can indicate that the private sector overestimates its future possibility of debt repayment. This means that there is a decrease in solvency as a consequence of the worsening of the fnancial situation. 
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Presentation Notes
The current account defcit is interpreted as investment in the economy greater than the sum of private and public savings (Plašil, Seidler and Hlaváč, 2016). This can lead to future problems with repayment of loans obtained from abroad (Giese et al., 2104). 
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Presentation Notes
Banking sector vulnerability should also be visible in banks’ balance sheets. However, there are some problems regarding variables within this group of measures. Tölö, Laakkonen and Kalatie (2018) found that these variables are rarely used as there is a publication lag of such measures, based on balance sheets and fnancial reports.Research fnds signifcant and non-signifcant future crisis prediction results based on such variables. For example, Detken et al. (2014) found that the study’s capital-to-asset ratio (the leverage ratio) had poor predictive power. On the other hand, Laina, Nyholm and Sarlin (2015) and Kamin and DeMarco (2012) found that a greater leverage ratio had future stabilizing effects on the fnancial system. In that way, the capital of a credit institution should be able to serve as a measure of the loss-absorbing capacities when the private sector stops repaying the loans. The greater the capital, the smaller the probability of future deleveraging during the fnancial downturn
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distorted risk perception during some phases of the fnancial cycle can contribute to the accumulation of systemic risk. That is why this group of measures includes fnancing conditions variables, which measure the risk perception of credit institutions. Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer (2018), López-Salido, Stein and Zakrajšek (2017), and Gross (2022) show that credit spreads fall during boom times. Furthermore, such falling spreads actually refect rising risk, due to structurally falling volatility, disguising/dominating rising risk from growing indebtedness/leverage.
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1) Financial cycle indicator (FCI) – Plašil et al. (2014, 2018)
 Portfolio selection based: 
 C … EWMA

 Stationary variables, order stats

 Comments Solution
 No criteria on which variables, how - EWM or most common ones
 Equal weights ; tried to min RMSE in forecasting NPLs - EWM based
 Correlation interpretation - no corrs (next indicator)
 Nonlinearity - (next indicator)
 Smoothing parameter - DCC approach
 No evaluation of results - EWM or some forecasting
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FCI for Croatia Different smoothing parameters
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KK – Household credit, KNFP – NFC credit, ICSN House price index, -
LR – leverage ratio * (-1), LTD – credit to deposit ratio, K/Y –
household debt to earnings ratio, NFP/BOV – NFC debt to gross
operating surplus ratio, -margin K – excess return of HH credits to
Euribor *(-1), -margin NFP – excess return of NFC credits to
Euribor *(-1), RN – current account to GDP ratio* (-1)
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2) Cyclogram - Rychtarik (2014, 2018)
 Linear aggregation, otherwise similar to FCI
 Transformation
 ________________________________________________________or max-min

 Comments Solution
 Macro variables – business cycle? Late response? - track, but…
 No criteria on var selection - as previous
 Levels with diffs and growth rates? - needs to reflect cycle
 Simple
 No evaluation of resuls - as previous
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Cyclogram for Croatia 1 Cyclogram for Croatia 2
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Cyclogram for Croatia 1 Cyclogram for Croatia 2
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3) d-SRI (domestic systemic risk indicator) – Lang et al. (2019)
 Linear aggregation
 Standardisation of variables, EWM based selection (panel dataset)

 Comments Solution
 Rationale on variabe selection
 Transformation of variables - max-min for data like HR
 RH problem: bias due to one crisis - look at other experiences
 Simple interpretation
 Correlation?
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d-SRI, Lang version d-SRI, RH version

NDC - annualised 2-year change in credit-to-GDP ratio (36%);
BDC r annualised 2-year real credit growth rate (5%); Price to
income ratio - annualised 3-year change in real estate price-
to-income ratio (17%); Current account - current account-to-
GDP ratio (20%); DSR K - annualised 2-year change in debt
service-to-income ratio (5%); CROBEX- annualised 3-year
change in real stock market index (17%)
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Other selected methodological things

 PCA for aggregation
 Karamisheva et al. (2019)
 Assumptions of PCA
 HR: Almost equal weights and small
variability explained

 Overheating index
 Chen & Svirydzenka (2021)
 I is a binary variable, equal to 1 if
the value exceeds threshold from EWM
 HR: Biased results
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OIt = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁
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 FED paper
 Aikmann et al. (2015)  
 A couple of vairants based on r:
 r = 1 … simple average
 geom average, RMS

 Problems for negative values
 Interpretation problems

Other selected methodological things

Vt = �∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ,𝑡𝑡)𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 �

1
𝑟𝑟  



Discussion
 Different aspects are important:
 Objective vs subjective variable selection, transformation
 Way of aggregating data
 Interpretation and communication

 Recommendations?
 EWM, however
 Max-min transformation for problematic data
 Aggregation – simple, but still some corr missing
 Use additional indicators as help
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4. Conclusions
 Why track a composite indicator
 Shortfalls
 Short time series
 Bias in results
 No spillovers

 Further steps
 Include fin cycles of other countries (done)
 Calibrate CCyB (done)
 Range estimations
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Thank you
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